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HENDERSON TO PLAY AT TAPS BALL
Famed Negro
Band To Play
April 2425

Dean Earle

LOCAL BAND OBTAINED
BY DANCE ASSOCIATION
Mammoth Two-Day Program
To Be Enlivened By Brilliant Dance

FLETCHER HENDERSON
IS RECOGNIZED ARTIST
George Way Announces
Signing Of Swing King
For Annual Dance
George D. Way, editor of the
1936 Taps, today announced the
signing of Fletcher Henderson,
famed negro maestro and his NBC broadcasting orchestra for
Taps Ball April 24th and 25th.
Harlem Boy
Henderson, a Harlem product,
is renowned
throughout the
northern states as the "king of
swing." Featuring a torrid trumpet trio, Henderson has blazed
his way to wide popularity in the
night clubs of Chicago and New
York and over the networks. His
hand is a comparative newcomer
to the ranks of the big-timers,
but in a lew short years he has
(Continued on page eight)

R. J. Farmer Wins
Tau Beta Pi Prize
Outstanding Soph. M.E. And
E.E. Has Highest Scholastic Standing

By Their Words

,

Dr. S. B. Earle, dean of
the school of engineering,
who has recently been nominated by the Anderson chapter of Rotary International
for the office of governor of
the fifty-eighth district. Dr.
Earle has also taken a proinent part in the formulation of plans for the annual
Engineering
Architectural
Exposition.

EARLE NOMINATED
AS ROTARIAN HEAD

Dean S. B. Earle Nominated
As Governor Of Fiftyeighth District Of RoCadet R. J- Farmer, member
tary International
of the sophomore class - and a
mechanical and electrical engineer major, has been chosen honPOPULAR PROFESSOR
or sophomore to receive the annual Tau Beta Pi honor award.
According
to an announceTo Receive Slide Rule
ment recently received at ClemEach year Tau Beta Pi, nationEarle,
al honorary engineering frater- son Professor Sam B.
Dean of the School of Engineernity, presents a slide rule to the ing and popular member of the
sophomore having the
highest
scholastic standing during both faculty, has been nominated for
semesters of his freshman year in Governor cf the 58th District of
the International Rotary Club.
the engineering school.
Prominent Rotarian
It is a distinct honor for FarProfessor Earle is a prominent
mer to have attained this rank
and especially so since he is ma- member of the Anderson Rotary
joring in both ME and EE. His Club and a past president of the
home is in Charleston and he organization. He is now a memholds the military rank of cor- ber of the board of directors,
having served in this capacity
poral.
since the expiration of his term
Geisberg Previous Winner
Last year R. L. Geisberg of as president.
Littlejohn Officer
Anderson was selected to receive
The (present organization at
the award. The presentation of
the rule is usually made at chap- Anderson is headed by John V.
el hour, but due to the change Brookshire of Anderson. J. Cin schedule of the chapel pro- Littlejohn, college business mangrams other arrangements have ager is vice president and a popbeen made by the honor frat for ular member of the Anderson
awarding the prize.
Club.
Earle is Popular
Under the directorship
of
Dean Earle the local School of
Engineering has been able to
This rifle isn't dirty—it's fil- build up and maintain an enviable record. Earle ranks well
thy.
I
^Naraanor. up the ladder of professional engineering. His previous experiIt ought to be possible for ence in the field of engineering
everyone to be happily married enables him to give the student
the advantage of his practical
—to somebody.
—Brearley knowledge as well as the indispensable theory.
The Democrats have never gotH. W. WHITIiOCK, '31
ten so sorry that we have to vote
H. W. Whitlock, architectural
for Republicans.
—Sherrill. graduate of the Class of '31 has
been promoted to the position
I guess you men think I'm of assistant to the Chief Draftsman of the Soil Erosion Service
pretty silly sometimes.
—Rhyne. in Washington.
RECEIVES SLIDE RULE

JUNGALEERS SIGNED
TO OFFER RHYTHMS
AT ENGINEERING HOP

An announcement has
been
made by Bob Murphy, president
of the CDA, that the Jungaleers
will play for the annual Engineering Architecture Ball to be
held Friday,
March 27.
The
dance will be the outstanding
social event of the mammoth exposition which is being supervised by W. E. Copeland and
Professor Topping, faculty adviser. Exhibits at the Engineering Architecture exposition will
present some of the more spectacular recent advances in every
field of engineering and architec(Continued on page eight)

CCC Appointments
To Be Made
Announcement was made
here early this week that all
students interested in applying for positions with the
CCG during the summer as
specialists in their respective
fields of study must place
their applications
in the
hands of the committee in
charge of employment before
March 20Students eligible tfor employment by this governmental agency for the summer ininclude those majoring in
agricultural engineering, agronomy, soils, botany, zoology, geology, and biology.
All students interested in
applying for these positions
are asked to see T. K. Johnstone or Dean R. A. McGinty
before March 30, the closing
day for putting in an application.

McDonald To
Make Address
To Engineers
SPEAKER IS FAMED
CLEMSON GRADUATE
Prominent Atlanta Engineer
To Deliver EngineeringArchitecture Address

Frederick H. McDonald, prominent Atlanta engineer and graduate of Clemson in the class of
1914, today accepted the invitation to deliver the principal address at the annual Engineering
Architectural
Exposition
here
March 27-28Prominent Graduate
Mr. McDonald is one of the*
most prominent graduate of the
local Engineering school. He is.
a consulting engineer and is president of McDonald and Company, Engineers and Architects,
Sikes Will Deliver Address of Atlanta, Ga. He was formerly
connected with the Westinghouse
Over Greenville Station
Electrical Co. and is one of the
Sunday Afternoon
nation's outstanding engineering
(Continued on page two)
Sikes Delivers Principal AdGLEE CLUB SINGS
dress At State Alumni
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President of
Meet In Columbia
Clemson College, will be the
principal speaker on a radio proNEELY ALSO SPEAKS
gram over Station WFBC in
Greenville at 2:30 Sunday. The
With Dr. E. W. Sikes as one program will be under the ausLocal Junior Chapter ASME
of the principal speakers, the anpices of the South Carolina EcoTo Entertain Graduate
nual state-wide meeting of the nomic Association.
Clemson Alumni Association was
Members During EngiEconomic Growth Stressed
held in Columbia
Thursday,
neering Event
According to a recent stateMarch 12.
ment by 'Dr Sikes, the subject of
Barnett Presides
TO GIVE BANQUET
his speech is to be 'An AgriculA feature of the state teacher's tural College In This Time of
convention held in Columbia this Change," and will follow the
According to information reyear, the meeting was presided lines of economic
growth at ceived from S. T. King, Presiover by W. D. Barnett, national Clemson.
dent of the local junior chapter
president of the Alumni Assoof the American Society of MeMusic
to
be
Offered
ciation, and was attended by a
chanical Engineers, the senior
Accompanying Dr. Sikes to members of the honor organizalarge number of graduates who
Station
WFBC
Sunday
will
be
a
were delegates to the teacher's
tion will be special guests of the
group of singers from the Clem- Clemson Chapter during the Enconvention.
son College Glee Club, and two gineering-Architectural Day ceSikes, Neely Speak
Dr. Sikes spoke of . the new members of the Clemson band. lebration to be held here March
building program now being car- C. C. Frye and L. C. Fogle, who 27-28.
ried on at the college, and lof are to play a trumpet duet.
Banquet Given
The program to be given this
Clemson's progress in the last
Preceding the Dance on Friday
few years. Coach Neely made a Sunday will follow in arrange- night, a banquet will be given in
short talk about athletics and ment a similar program given honor of the visiting guests at
ever Station WBT in Charlotte, 7:30 in the College Mess Hall.
sports prospects at the college.
The meeting was sponsored by N. C, several weeks ago by Dr.
The Senior members of the
the Columbia chapter of the na- Sikes, a double quartet from the Clemson Chapter of the MechaniGlee
Club,
and
the
two
members
tional association, of which J. B.
cal Engineering fraternity are
of the band.
Caughman is president.
composed of graduates who were,
members of the group while at.
Clemson, and are now engaged!
in the profession. The local student group forms the juniorchapter.
S. T. King, Mechanical EngiBy Uncle Wilkie
neering student from Pendleton,.
noble
lads
suffer
much
at
the
During the past year, the Old
is President of the local juniorGold cigarette company's devast- hands of the late-date artist. chapter.
They
are
subject
to
jeers
and
ating^ different advertisements
drawn by Petty brought into the cheers as they escort their one
v
limelight public nuisances with and only aDout the campus. The SIKES AND McGINTY
late-date
pest
calls
them
suckSPEAK
TO
KIWANIANS
catchy slogans such as 'tStymied
by a Stupid," "Wearied by a ers and makes them recipients of
Dr. E. W. Sikes college PresiWindbag," etc.
However the many an idle jest. The aforecompany probably failed to get mentioned pest then proceeds to dent and Dean R. A- McGinty of;
much of Clemson's trade by not attempt to rob them of their the local School of Agriculture
using a slogan which could be supposedly rightful privilege— will attend a meeting of the Kiapplied particularly to our cam- the right to have a late date with wanis Club in Sumter tomorrownight as principal speakers for
pus—"Chiseled by a Late-Dater." the girl of their choice.
The second type includes the the occasion it was announced
The scourge of the Clemson campus, the late-date artist, has thus cadets who, though they seldom here today.
The Sumter chapter of the nafar escaped the limelight, but have a girl up for a dance, never
plans are underway to make him try to chisel in on another -fel- tional Kiwanis Club is one of the
low's date.' The third type, as most active organizations in the
a thing of the past.
Roughly speaking, there are you have probably guessed, is South and has contributed much
three types of cadets who attend the late-date fiend—the human to the progress and welfare of"
the CDA's gala events. The first parasite who stays on the cam- the city of Sumter. Drs. Sikes;
type includes the unsung heroes pus for dances only to 'boast the and McGinty will speak tomorof the corps, the cadets who In- next day about the number of row night at the regular monthly meeting of the organization.
(Continued on page two)
variably invite the girls. These

President Speaks
At Alumni Meet

PRESIDENT APPEARS
ON RADIOJROGRAM

ASME To Fete
Senior Members

Wilkie Chuckles With Glee As
The Law Scourges Late-Daters

TWO
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UNCLE SCORES THE Bob Pope's Band
LATE JJATE ARTIST Features "C" Hop

PEARSON IN N. C.
M. B. Pearson, Class of '31 is
now an architectural draftsman
in the office of C. W. Connally
of Charlotte.
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Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.

Charlotte Orchestra Offers
The New York board of alderMusic For Block "C"
men voted $50,000 to aid 7000
PHILADELPHIA
Dance Series
late-dates lie could crowd into
Hunter College students when a
one night at another fellow's excollege building was burned repense.
cently.
MANY ATTEND
It is a somewhat easy task to
spot a late-date artist at a dance.
With Bob Pope's new CBS
He invariably confines his atten- band offering melodious melodies
tions to two or three girls there- and with Dixie Lee Southern,
by causing these young ladies' torch singer supreme, doing the
escorts to spend sleepless nights vocals, the Block C dance series
plotting sweet revenge. He Is on last Friday and Saturday was
usually the type who finds no well attended by an enthusiastic
pleasure in dancing to
slow, group of dance devotees
pleasing types of rhythm, but
Block C Day
when the orchestra plays a
Following the first
annual
"swing tune," he derives great Block C Day on Friday, the athenjoyment from displaying his letes, their dates and visitors
latest terpischorean effects to a were feted at a delightful bandisinterested group of spectators. quet given by Capt. J. D. HarThe late-date pest can also be combe, college mess officer, becharacterized as the fellow who fore the danceThe unusual
wears tux to dances" when the melodies offered by maestro Pope
CDA requests uniforms, sports his young miss, and his Jads,
flashy spring outfits when a more completely swayed the gathering
conservative winter suit is ap- and the offerings of saxophonist
propriate, and can frequently be Canova before the mike were
seen attempting to convince the also well enjoyed, especially the
torch singer with the visiting or- no-break renditions.
chestra that he's not such a bad
Trumpeter
guy after all.
Pope entertained the attendThough the late-date
artist ants himself by offering his novbores everyone, as it has been elty trumpet "blare" numbers,
previously mentioned, the ones and Miss Southern's presentation
whom he torments the most are of "Hold That Dog" held the
the cadets who cause our dance mass in check each time it was
lists to overflow with names. The presented. This Hotel Charlotte,
"Late-Dater" is a parasite of the Charlotte, 3ST. C, orchestra has
worst sort. He can be more ac- become widely known in southcurately described perhaps as a ern dance circles in the last few
"late-date leech." Giving as an months and is composed of the
excuse for his actions the fact cream of the rhythm boys of
that a girl is an old friend from younger orchestra eligibles.
the home town, he proceeds to
spend the entire weekend of
dance festivities plaguing
the
lady fair, asking for no-breaks,
pleading for late-dates, and giving the sweet young thing very
few opportunities to be alone
with her escort. The attitude of Godfrey, Huff, Brown, and
this campus scourge is difficult
Hendricks Attend Southto explain.
Though he never
eastern Physicists Conhas a girl to a dance himself, he
vention
seems to think that other cadets
have girls up for dances primarily
Representing the local Physics
for his benefit. He thinks that
a girt should be with her escort Department at the annual meetcnly at the dance, and that all ing of the Southeastern Associalate-dates
are
his
privilege. tion of Physicists held at GeorThrough this attitude, the late- gia Tech this week were Prodate artist has succeeded in mak- fessor W. E. Godfrey, bead of
ing himself the bane of the chap- the department and Professors
erone's existence, the bore of the H. M. Brown, L. D. Huff and J.
campus, and the curse of all ca- C. Hendricks, associates.
Talkies Featured
dets who invite girls to the local
One of the principal features
hops.
Unfortunately, school regula- of the meeting was the presentions prevent the cadet having tation of a series of talking mogirls to dances from dealing with tion pictures for teaching Physithe "late-date leech" as he cal Science as used at the UniCopyright 1936, The American Tobacco Company
should be dealt with without versity of Chicago. This exhibition
was
conducted
by
Dr.
Rudgetting shipped- It has been the
general concensus of opinion in rick of Vanderbilt University.
recent years that the late-date This new method of presenting
scourge shall always be able to physics to a class is designed
continue his tactics unmolested. for the purpose of enlightening
However, it is being rumored that the instructors' task of making
the Long Arm of the Law is com- clear to pupils certain of the
The
ing to the aid of those suffering harder phases of physics.
most at the hands of the late- leading address of the convention
date nuisance- Under the new was delivered hy President L.
Luckies are less acid. For hundreds of
plan being mapped out it will be G. Hoxton of the University of
ports offer the professional buyer an accu■possible for the cadet having a Virginia.
years, tobaccos were selected —and gradarate guide and reinforce his expert judggirl up for a dance to make his
tions in flavor secured—by the roughest sort
ment based on the senses of sight, smell,
late date without being constantly hounded by the late-dater, for
of rule of thumb methods. Hence, one of
and touch. Thus extreme variations toward
in the future, aspiring late-date
the most important innovations made by
acidity or alkalinity are precluded by such
artists caught hanging around
places where they are not wantthe Research Department was provision
selection and subsequent blending.
ed begging for late dates at un(Continued from page one) »
for
chemical
analysis
of
selected
tobacco
Luckies-A LIGHT SMOKE-of rich,
reasonable hours will run the
risk of being accosted by the economists. He has a splendid samples before purchase: the resulting reripe-bodied tobacco!
Law and made to pay and pay war record, having been woundand pay. The new plan, if pro- ed in service overseas with the
perly enforced, should succeed A. E. F.
Mr. McDonald is a
in ridding the campus of the regional director of the Amerilate-date chiseler to a great ex- can Society of Civil Engineers
tent and it may even result in and has been prominent in ASCE
some of them having a girl of work for a number of years.
Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over lucky Strike Cigarettes
their own to a dance for a
Mr. McDonald's lecture from
Recent chemical tests show*
change—or perhaps that's ask- twelve to one in the
8. ... 5 .... 8
.5 . .
.8 . .
5
8
college
BALANCE
;
ing a little too much.
that other popular brands
chapel on Friday will be one of
| LUCKY
STRI K E
~j
:
i
the outstanding features of the
have an excess of acidity
exposition and will be attended
BRAND
B
ASME CHAPTER TO
over Lucky Strike of from
by a capacity audience.
BRAND
C
ATTEND CONVENTION
'■■••
■
-"■-.-.
■■■.-■"
1
Many Events
533 to 100?.
The exposition this year will
BRAND
According to information re- include an unusually large numceived by the TIGER yesterday, ber of displays and activities dethe Clemson chapter of the A- monstrating the engineering and
•RESULTS VERIFIED BIT INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH GROUPS
merican Society of Mechanical architectural activities carried on
Engineers will attend the stu- by the local school. All of the
dent Conention of the organiza- exhibits are to be constructed
tion to he held April 6 in Bir- and demonstrated by engineering
mingham, Alabama.
students and some of the most
The meeting in Alabama will spectacular recent advances in
be the fifth annual convention of every field of engineering will be
the national society and is ex- presentedpected to be well-attended.
W. E. Copeland is student
6. T. King, Mechanical Engi- chairman of the exposition and
neering student from Pendleton, Prof. Topping is the faculty adis President of the local chapter. visor.
(Continued from page one) »

Four Professors
Attend Meeting

* 1
v

1

A LIGHT SMOKE
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO

McDonald To Be
Guest Speaker
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^
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-against cough
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First Bouts Of Intramural Tourney Fought Tonight
INTRAMURAL BOXING ' The Music Goes Washington Honored at Teachers
CLEMSON GOLFERS
Meeting; Tate Named Secretary
'Round
ATTRACTS A LARGE
FACE HARD SEASON
Vocational
School
Head
to
Your Monday evening enterCoach Bobby Jones Directs
Lead College Teachers'
NUMBER OF CADETS tainer
on Lombardo Road claims
To
Head
Teachers
Initial Practice For Local
that music should always be an
Section for Year

Linksmen
More Than Sixty Men Enter accompaniment to whatever listeners
happen
to
be
doing.
It
^____
LOCAL PROFS ATTEND
Tournament Sponsored
DEAN IS CAPTAIN
might work out to perfection in
By Local YMCA
most cases for Guy but we have
The South Carolina Teachers'
Bob Jones called the Clemson
our doubts as to the feasibility
Association met in Columbia on
ENTRIES NAMED
of the theory in regard to local
March 12-14 with a record at- golfers out Monday for an initial
situation. . . think of what a
tendance of approximately 8000 round, getting the boys limberAll intramural boxers were time the bands would have keepteachers and college professors, ed up and used to the feel of
weighed in Monday afternoon ing in harmony with everything
who came from all sections of the clubs again. Starting out in
and pairings were made at a that .goes on during one of the
full swing from the very first
the state.
meeting held at the Y Monday weekend waggles here. ■ . some
W. H. Washington, Dean of practice they show considerable
night. Sixty men are entered in headache for the maestro!
the School of Vocational Edu- form and driving power, l^ed by
the tournament, the large numIncidentally, one of the four
cation, was elected president of Sammy Dean, a successful seaber of contestants showing the Lombardo brothers, Carmen, has
Dean is a
the college teachers' section and son is anticipated.
great amount of interest that the a seat on the Cotton Exchange
H S. Tate, head of Industrial veteran with three years experprospective fights have created . . . shows quite a bit of Southience in inter-collegiate match
Education at Clemson, was elect- play.
among the boys.
ern patriotism, doesn't he?
ed secretary of Industrial EduThe bouts start at 7 o'clock
Bob Campbell and Patterson,
cation in South Carolina.
What gets us is all this waileach week night.
Due to the
juniors, are expected to aid much
Local
Profs
Attend
large number of pugilistic as- ing gnashing of teeth over Major
in rounding out a low score
Among those attending the team.
pirants in each of the eight Edward Bowes and his Wheel of
meeting from Clemson were W.
One of
weights the bouts will run over Fortune entertainment.
Sophomores Try Out
Hf Washington, Dean of School
a period of two to three weeks. be better known radio magazines
With the loss of the whole
of
Vocational
Education;
H.
S.
A list of the fights scheduled for has been hot on his trail of late
Tate, head of Industrial Educa- of last year's team except Dean,
each night will be posted on the . . . we have yet to see the aution; W. G. Crandall, head of sophomores will be largely Telied
Guard Room bulletin board and thor's name appear in connection
Vocational
Agricultural Educa- upon during the incoming seawith
the
articles
.
.
.
still
the
at the canteen.
Company athPrause, Riddle, Hodges,
tion;
J.
B.
Monroe and D. H. son.
letic officers will have the names Sunday program is universally
Chapman, Henderson, and Evans,
Stribbling,
professors
of
Agriof the men on their companies popular and even though some
cultural Education; L- R. Book- all sophomores, reported for
one is jealous of the Major's
who will fight each night.
er, assistant state superinten- practice. D. D. Page will also
racket
it
is
not
nearly
as
bad
as
The tournament opened Wedtry out
Prof.
W.
H.
Washington
dent of Vocational Education;
nesday night and the first round many of the others that we hear
Schedule Announced
and J. T. Brock, professor of Intoo frequently.
fights were run off as follows:
All
home
matches will be playdustrial Education.
Our Kate Smith program went
Bantamweight:
Simkins vs.
ed on the Boscobel Lake Golf
over
in
a
big
way
on
Sunday
Champion, Dukes vs. Thomas.
Course by arrangement with the
Featherweight: Hiott vs. Rey- eve . . . Harry Resev and his
proprietors of that course.
LANDER
DELEGATION
band were right there. We parnolds.
practice match will be playTO GIVE PROGRAMS ed A with
Lightweight: Calhoun vs. Tay- ticularly liked Bob Burns with
the Anderson Country
his
"moon
cracks"
from
Hollylor, Waters vs. Hunt.
Club before the opening of the
Next Sunday afternoon and regular schedule.
Kate's own band, Jack Young Student at University
Senior Welterweight:
Gantt wood.
night a delegation representing
Miller, is certainly improving
TS. Moody.
The schedule:
of Chicago Sets Record
the YWCA at Lander College
Given below is a list of the with each and every appearance,
April 9—Hampden-Sydney at
For
Academic
Speed
will
be
in
charge
of
the
weekly
and
the
other
featured
guest
men entered in the tournament
Clemson.
vesper services in the YMCA
and the weight in which they stars were at the top.
April 16—Wofford at SparChicago (ACP) A B. A. de- auditorium.
Only six more Saturday nights
will fight.
tanburg.
will
you
be
able
to
catch
the
gree
in
eight
months.
Chambers
in
Charge
Bantanweight (124): Simkins,
April 21—Furman at Clemson.
That will be the record of DoThe deputation team from
Champion, Gordon, Stroud, Boy- famous "toasted" cigarette proApril 27—Wofford at Clemsensational Lander will be under the lead- son.
leston, Holbrook, Arnold, Brails- gram over the NBC network, for nald MacMurray,
the Luckies are taking a powder New York prodigy, if he gradu- ership of Miss Mary Glenn
lord, Dukes, Thomas.
April 28—Carolina at ClemFeatherweight (134): Hiott, and switching their broadcasts ates from the University of Chi- Chambers, Lander student and son. (tentative)
cago
in
May
according
to
schedaughter
of
Rev.
H.
C.
ChamReynolds, Hastings, Curry, Seig- to the Columbia System on the
May 5—'Furman at Greenville.
bers of the local Methodist
ler,
Mears,
Sweeny,
Taylor, night of May second and with it dule.
May 11—Carolina at ColumMacMurray,
who graduated church.
comes a time change to 10 p- m.,
Standfield.
bia, (tentative)
from
a
Bronx
high
school
at
15,
Eastern
Daylight
Time.
There
will
be
approximately
Lightweight (144): Calhoun,
■
»
Hail to the Chief—and Ms is the fastest of the prodigies ten girls making the trip to
Taylor Linder, Gage, Yarbrough,
Yale
anthropologists
report
the
The President's right attracted by Chicago's New Plan, Clemson for the weekend. The
Owings, Hinson, Cook, Waters, gang!
discovery of unusually rich cultures
allowing
graduation
as
soon
as
hand
man,
James
A.
Farley,
will
programs
will
consist
of
talks
Hunt.
among certain Eskimo tribes.
Welterweight (154): Hester, come on the air on Saturday, candidates can pass examinations by members of the deputation
MacMurray studies 14 hours a team and several special musical
Bell, B. Newman, G. Newman, March 28 at 10:30 to tell all
Annapolis expects increased enDavis, Copeland, Hancock, Wash. you guys about the "Progress day (with the aid of coffee and selectionsrollment. Legislation now pending
.Senior Welterweight (164): under President Roosevelt." Lis- chocolate bars) then takes two
Meal prices at Harvard will be would allow each Congressman five,
Gantt, Moody, King, J. C. Cov- ten in . . . also catch the head days off and goes hiking. He has
instead of four appointments.
ington, Moseley, Gunter, Red- man of these United States on bored through 200 books since upped 75 cents a week next year.
April 13, (Monday-time to he October.
fern, Emerson, Dozier.
Middleweight (174): McLean, set) . . . F. D. talks to the
Chovan, Troy, Barnett, Martin, Young Democrats of Maryland
Yale fraternities are successfully
from Baltimore. Hope you heard weathering the new "nine college
Green, Orban, McFall.
Light Heavyweight (184): Ro- our probable opponent in the system" set up a year ago.
per, Culen, Cunningham, Guess. coming primaries, Herbert H., on
For Next Three Weeks Only
«
■
Heavy Weight (unlimited): S. Saturday week when he told his
Amherst students once packed a
W. McConnell, Wise, Penning- youthful Reps about all the mis- town meeting and voted the erection
WATCHES—Cleaned, Adjusted and Regulated
givings of the present administraton, Covington, Moorer.
of a new city hall, to be one foot
Up to 17 Jewels $1.25
Over 17 Jewels $1.50
tion ... a blank in our opinion. wide, 100 feet long, and made of
Two weeks ago we recomALL WORK GUARANTEED
mended to you the program of glass.
Phil Spitalny and his all-girl
A Few Used Watches for Sale
band (orchestra to be exact) angle ... all the other girls also
TENNIS
RACKETS RESTRUNG
who come on through CBS fa- do some warbling.
We
all
seemed
to
be
very
incilities at 6 on Sunday evenings
Dean of Textile School At- . . . give the gals a break and fatuated with the dhythm handed out by our recent visitor, Bob
tends Meeting of National tune in next time ... we guar- Pope and his music makers . . .
Bleckley Building
Clemson, S. C.
antee thirty minutes of enjoyTextile Foundation
ment. The truth of the matter the torchie was swell, much betis that Phil selected his aggre- ter in the flesh than over the air
Dr. H. H. Willis, Dean of the gation from over 1,000 young
and "Cassanoya" Canova
School of Textiles, journeyed to ladies . . . and funny thing is did the high notes in fine fashWashington recently to attend a
ion.
Reports have it that the
meeting of the leading American that he found the best ones in Popians might take a trip west
the smaller towns. The featured
textile educators, sponsored by vocalist— who has every little and camp out in Oklahoma City
the Textile Foundation of Ameri- thing as you will quickly agree for a while . . . well, if they do
ca.
if you have seen her in short we hope that the Columbia NetMany Discussions
subjects on the screen—is Max- work will keep them on the air
During the progress of the ine and is supported by the for some sustaining programs.
meeting, many discussions took Three Little Words, vocal tri- Agree?
—Tuner-Inner
place, including the possible improvement of the textile courses
through the cooperation of the
Textile Foundation and the various textile schoolsWillis Named
Dean Willis, at the last national meeting, was appointed
head of a committee to prepare
a sample course along the improved lines.
This course was
illustrated at the meeting in
Washington, and as a result the
REIGEL FINE SHIRTS. HICKOK WHITE BELTS
delegates requested the Textile
Foundation to make a further
PLENTY OF WHITE DUCK PANTS
study and compile suitable teachManufactured COWAN, TENNESSEE
ing material on three additional
* SANFORIZED 22-INCH BOTTOMS
$1-40
subjects, cotton classing, wool,
In all concrete construction
and textile economics.
Y SOME WHITE DUCK PANTS
75c.
meets standard specifications
The next meeting of the Foun♦♦♦
dation will be held in Atlanta
April 16-18.

Prodigy Finishes .
. College in Year

SPECIAL REDUCTION

Willis Goes To
New York Meet

PAUL FEINSTEIN

Compliments of

CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

| HOKE SLOAN'S for best Shoes |
Whites from - - $3.00 to $5.00 J;
Grey Buck Shoes, popular, $5.00 ♦*♦
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Talk Of The Town

AN ARMY OF WORKERS are at present
engaged in constructing on the campus two FIELD DAY
Last weekend will probably
much-needed buildings. The completed
structures, valued at eight hundred thous- go down in our personal history
one of the most amazing we
and dollars, will cost the college only four as
ever survived. It was a sort of
hundred thousand, the remainder having Roman holiday for the beef and
been given the college by the federal gov- brawn boys and bulging biceps
were the order of the day. Those
ernment as a direct grant.
These two structures are not being erect- of us who have been attempting
of femininity and used merely to take advantage of the govern- aingconquest
a few pitiful brain cells for
ment funds placed at the disposal of edu- amunition were lost from the
cational institutions by the PWA. They starting gun; without a mighty
have been needed here for years but the physique among us we went
stringent economies enforced by the state down in smashing, defeat. The
old thesis that women are suckthrough the depression years have made ers
for hairy chests was proved
them impossible. The situation had reached all over a thousand times. The
a point, however, where some action had charming lassies were following
to be taken, some sort of buildings had to their husky masters around with .. That until he hears a better exbe erected if Clemson was to continue a devotion that was really touch- planation he chooses to believe that
Out on Bowman field we Walter Lewis' black eye was given
along her present lines. By obtaining a ing.
ran across a corterie playing him by Pot Johnstone, who gives
grant and a long term loan from the fed- baseball with their escorts—and him everything else.
eral government some four hundred thous- loving it. They sat wide-eyed
OSCAR SAYS
and dollars was saved the state of South in the stands Saturday afternoon . . that Pop had his annual birthday
watched a listless football the other night and the architects
Carolina, and the immediate construction and
game between two Clemson out- gave him a party at which the lads
of the buildings was assured.
fits, the members of which were
all the partying, Childress doing
To whom does the credit for the success sadly hung over from the dance adidparticularly
spectacular job.
of the appropriation belong? Years of the night before. Someone told
OSCAR SAYS
us of seeing a frail young creawork and worry went into the passage of ture
helping her football he- . .that you should have noticed the
the enabling act by the state legislature ro work out his tuition in the run for Doc's and later for Bates'
chapel floor show.
and the subsequent passage of the appro- Jew-shop, but we find that hard after Bob Pope's
OSCAR SAYS
priation bill by the federal government. to believe. We ventured into . .that the aforementioned floor
Miles of governmental red tape were bat- the Trustee House once, only show was all right but Oscar
to cringe before the icy sneers of
tled through. Who did the work?
the goddesses who were com- couldn't hear very well during a
There were, of course, hundreds of peo- pletely surrounded by Block C's. couple of numbers because of the
noise made by long-dead
ple who contributed their services. Every At the dance we were shouldered whirring
faculty members and chapel speakback
into
the
stag
line
every
student and every member of the alumni
in their graves.
we tried to get near the ers turning over
OSCAR SAYS
corporation did his bit. Many govern- time
belles of the ball.
Even the
ment officials aided the movement, among torch singer seemed to sense .. that the members of the newly
formed Keowee Klub are resting
them Senator James F. Byrnes of South that the dance belonged to the easy
now that a week and a half
Carolina. But there were two men who athletes; the only time she ever has passed since the formal initiainjected the customary quiver
did the greater part of the actual labor. into her delivery was when she tion.
OSCAR SAYS
^i>
Their efforts were untiring and most of the saw the bandstand ringed with
..that
he
offers
this
remarkable
recredit for the success of the movement brute strength. For the rest of
us she never went farther than mark by 1st Sgt. Jackson o.L the
belongs "to them.
slightly raised eyebrow. Ah, Barn: "I love my stripes better San
The Tiger feels that some concrete evi- awell,
the Athletic Ball comes but friendship; take it for what il^$
dence of the gratitude the college feels once a year, and if Dr. Graham worth."
-OSCAR SAYSfor its president and its business manager has his way it will never come
..
that
Jerry
and Margaret and the '•
again.
should be made. For that reason we sugrest
of
Hendersonville
delegation
TALK OF THE TOWN
gest that the new agricultural building
crawled out of the woodwork again
be named Sikes Hall and the new dormi- STING
last weekend and startled the pubA program emanating in the lic.
tory Littlejohn Hall.

c

OfCAJR,
^$AVS:

A MOVEMENT to abandon the traditional "Hell Week" of the Greek letter
fraternities has been steadily gaining power for the past decade and this year saw
the abolishment of that part of the informal initiation of fraternity pledges on the
campuses of many of our leading universities and colleges. That fact is not particularly significant to Clemson but it does
show the general undergraduate attitude
toward hazing of any sort.
Hazing as it used to be known has generally faded away in the past few years
until today it amounts to little more than
a mild ceremony undergone by freshmen
during the first months of the college
year. Clemson has not kept pace with
the national movement.
The new plan for freshman control reAnderson College studios of ra-OSCAR SAYScently proposed by Blue Key is a defidio station WAIM seeped into .. that Henry Leitner piloted a
According to the Hornet, Pepys wrote our room the other afternoon
nite move in the right direction. It is not
group of stags from Joe Sloan's to
too sudden a change and when it is fully his immortal diary in shorthand. Which and left us practically speech- the dance without getting a wheel
understood it should meet with little oppo- must be a surprise to the scholars who less with delight. May we rec- on the ground in what is best
to you Scotty the Drift- termed a death-ride.
sition. The plan calls for three principal spent half a century deciphering his com- comend
er, singer of hill-billy ballads?
OSCAR SAYS
plicated
private
code.
revisions of the freshman system: (1)
The Drifter has conceived a new .. that Hawk Troutman nominated
""Pep meetings" shall be abolished. (2)
racket and seems to be doing himself official bouncer at the Block
very well at it. In the middle of "C" Dance and there was a bit of
Every upperclassman shall use his room
his program he blithely announ- trouble there for a minute when
orderly in preference to detailing any othced that when any of your loved he almost had to prove it to an exer freshman. (3) Company commanders
ones dies he is the man to see. boxer.
By B. N. Skardon
i
shall be given full charge of the posting
For one dollar and a half he
OSCAR SAYS
of hall details and shall be given disciplinwill write an entirely new song
Under a new rule for fraternity social affairs at (new words, new music) to com- .. that he'd like to hear the comary powers to see that such details are Duke University, no freshman not connected with
plete details about the fifteen dollar
memorate the passing of a "husposted during the afternoon hours.
a fraternity will be allowed to attend any dances. band, sweetheart, mother, or weekend Tom Stallworth spent withThe three phases of the plan are really The council believes the new rules will encourage wife"- However, realizing that out leaving his room—and also the
room.
interacting. The presence of a hall detail freshmen to pledge fraternities. The rule is to go economic 'pressure is pretty location of the
OSCAR SAYS
into effect with the beginning of the spring dances. strong these days, he is meeting
and the assurance that such a detail will
.. that maybe the fact that White
COLLEGIATE PRESS
the depression with an offer of
be posted regularly every afternoon will
"What is called the Leap Year Lament is the fact an old tune with new words for and Gordon are cousins explains in
eliminate the excuse and the justification that the average romance is a month in length. fifty cents. The day we listened part that abnormal behavior of
the time it takes the hair on our neck to he sang a fifty center in memory late.
for "pep meetings". Placing the respon- Just
OSCAR SAYS
grow from onr ears to onr shirt collar.
of a girl named Ruth who had
sibility of posting hall details with a recCOLLEGIATE PRESS
..that
the
CDA
has two outs and
gone to meet her maker in heavognized authority will assure their presFrom our exchange we gather this bit which en up above.
two strikes on Tycoon O'Leary now
It
was
pretty
ence. Such a plan would work for the we think is the beginning and end to an honor touching stuff, although we that he failed to crash the last two
dances.
benefit of both the freshmen and the up- system:
thought we heard the faint ring"Did you vote for the honor system?"
OSCAR SAYS
ing of a cash register someper-classmen after the preliminary dif"You bet I did. Four times."
.
.that
he
is
really sorry Pete Marwhere. _A gentleman who listens
ficulties are ironed out.
COLLEGIATE PRESS
shall failed to get that late date afavidly
to
Scotty
every
afternoon
In a recent inquiry conducted at Texas Tech, a
The Blue Key Plan does not attempt
ter he got worked up into the mood
of the coeds there preferred marriage to tells us that his master-piece for it so well.
to put an end to the traditional subordi- amajority
was
turned
out
gratis.
It
is
a
career. Campus marriages are mostly taboo but
(Continued on page five)
nation of freshmen by the upper classes. most of the dormitory residents showed a decided ballad telling of the sad shootIt simply provides that some of the bar- preference for marriage—now or later. Some of ing of the Anderson taxi-driver of the freedom of the American
recently left this world for press with one breath while they
barism of the present system be elimi- the girls wanted both marriage and a career and who
a better land we know. We think advocate the passage of bills
one
girl
stated
that
"marriage
is
a
career
itself",
nated and whatever justice there is in it but the most emphatic answer came from the coed we'll make provision in our will compelling school teachers to
be tempered with mercy.
who said: "I haven't found the right man, yet, bu« for at least a fifty cent epic, tell- take an oath of allegiance to the
ing of our work in this short constitution with the next. The
The college has been steadily growing when I do, careers be hanged!''
and troubled interlude.
COLLEGIATE PRESS
people worship visiting European
since its foundation and recently someTALK OF THE TOWN
a recent election at N. C. State there were
royalty while they try their "best
one said, "Clemson has at last come of 200At more
votes cast than there were students en- ONE HpUNTORED PERCENT
to knock the Morgans and du
age". In many respects that is true, but rolled in school. This at least shows that the stuSince our recent outburst a- Ponts yt our own peerage from
the presence of a few adolescent traits dents are taking an active interest in college pol- bout the American Student Un- their gilded thrones. The unitics. Besides, they are getting some mighty ral- ion we have been branded a »tabilit> and unpredictability of
spoils the total effect.
uable training.
champion of "Americanism
)ne rthe American people have enSurely such sadistic orgies as "pep
COLLEGIATE PRESS
columnist did add "whatever deared them to our heart.
They
meetings" have no place in an institution
A columnist of the Los Angeles Collegian that is" We aren't quite sure, are always doing something,
of higher learning.
tells the one about the professor who was having but we suppose we are a cham- whether its right or wrong, and

Collegiate Press

Sorority members at the Woman's
College of Furman University recently
voted forty to ten to disband all Greekletter organizations on the grounds that
they were no longer needed. Furman is
the latest in a long line of colleges to reach
the same conclusion. Perhaps the students
here knew what they were doing after all
when they threw out national frats years
ago.

difficulty in getting attention of the class, which
seemed very restless and disorderly. Finally, in
exasperation, he shouted, "Order, please!"
"'Hot beef sandwich", came an absent-minded
vcice from the rear of the room.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

From the GAMECOCK we get an explanation
of the origin of the fortress-like wall which surrounds their campus at the University.
"To aid the faculty in preserving good order
and decorum among students" a wall six and onehalf feet high was constructed all around the college. During the war it was seriously damaged
but was immediately repaired.

pion of Americanism, whatever
that is. We are profoundly interested in the nation. It is a
land of paradoxes and its very
chameleon-like character makes
it fascinating.
One day five
thousand women over-run the
grave of a popular screen actress in a shocking exhibition of
mass hysteria and the next with
sincere dignity, the entire population mourns the passing of a
' cow-hand who had won their
hearts. Legislators proudly speak

the constant shifting alleviates
boredom. We think we should
go mad in a calm, settled, predictable nation like England. If
we aren't a champion of Americanism, we are certainly a champion of Americana. We like to
see people trying to change our
social system, the pushing and
pulling of diverse forces causes the mutability we love. But
we hope none of them ever sueCeric^n Tr^at"^^6
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Building Projects
Progress Rapidly
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Oscar Says

FIVE

Calhoun Honored by Athanor Group; NEW SYSTEM WILL
Is Distinguished Chemist-Geologist

AID MOVIES HERE

(Continued from page four)

Four Modernly
Equipped
OSCAR 8AY8
DAVIDSON STUDENTS
and Fire-Proof Dor mi to*
.. that Pony Cummings wants you
PRESENT
PROGRAM
ries Now Under Conto know that it was on his bid that
struction
the little lady in the big car came
Last Sunday at the weekly
up last weekend.

LEE IS DESIGNER

5

OSCAR SAYS

afternoon and night vesper services a delegation representing
the YMCA at Davidson College
was in charge of the program.
Five Delegates
Headed by Harvey Glass, president of the Davidson YMCA,
the deputation consisted of five
members of the Cabinet of the
Davidson YMCA.
Two Programs
The program delivered in the
afternoon was repeated immediately after supper- These programs consisted of talks by
members of the delegation and
several musical selections.

.. that Bill Bryce and the lady in
were prominent among the airAfter much delay for various white
inhalers at the brawls.
reasons, the construction on the
OSCAR SAYS
new harracks is progressing at a
..
that,
believe
it or not, Bob Pope's
rapid pace. "
The base to the new harracks torch singer states that her visit to
has been placed and construc- Clemson marked the first time she
tion has begun on the walls of had ever attended a college dance in
any capacity without getting inone of the units. Every detail sulted.
of the buildings is to be modern,
OSCAR SAYS
.
the walls and framework are to
..
that
Oscar
would
have
given albe protected by fire-proofing. The
ground floor will be made of most anything if he could have seen
very durable wood placed on a II Duce Gurley after J. Gasque empconcrete sub-floor, while wood tied his heart for the little dictatorto ponder over.
will be used for the sub-flooring
OSCAR SAYS
in the upper stories.
-OSCAR SAYS.
.that
the
Taps
staff must be figurProfessor Lee has done a re.. that Sheephead, the bouncer, had
ing
on
springing
a
big
surprise
on
markable job of designing the
buildings taking into considera- the boys. There is no band signed a difficult time figuring out exactyet despite the tours the lads have ly how to get the lady in red out of
tion both economy and service.
his curly hair.
been making.
-OSCAR SAYS-

OSCAR SAYS

A seven-year experiment by Uni- ..that Ed Kitchens had a date and .. that Gill finally admits that his
versity of Wisconsin scientists has a ticket to the dance Saturday night heart is gone and that Oscar won't
proved the value of copper as a but a careful search of the floor say another word about it until he
preventive and curative for anemia failed to reveal him, proving, no and Dora go pffffft and make some
iin children.
doubt, that it really is spring.
more news.

Dr. Rock Made Honorary
New Western Electric Sound
Member of Local ChemSystem Installed Here by
istry Fraternity
J. L. Smith

HAS MANY HONORS
Dr. P. H. H. Calhoun, Dean
of the School of Chemistry and
Geology was last week inducted
into the local chemistry fraternity, Athanor, as an honorary
member.
Dr. Calhoun, "Doctor Rock" as
he is affectionately called, is
noted for his many articles
which have been published by
such noted technical publications
as "American Men of Science"
and "The Naturalists' Universal
Directory". Because of his treatises and other achievements in
connection with chemistry and
geology Dr. Calhoun was named
several years ago to . "Who's
Who".
Athlete
Among his college activities
he was an outstanding member
of the University of Chicago
track team and after coming to
Clemson in 1904 he was instrumental in creating interest in
the sport, coaching championship teams for many years.

According to an announcement, from Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Secreiarv of the local Ythe improvements which are now
being installed in the motion
picture sound system here will
be completed by the end of the
week.
Smith Directs
Under the direction of Mr. J.
L. Smith, Resident Engineer of
Washington and the Southeast
for the Western Electric Company, the improvements being
added include the replacing of
all parts in the sound unit on
each machine and the replacing
of both large movietone amplifiers and flywheels with a newer
and more sensitive type.
Better Sound
The Western Electric Sound
System when improved will produce an almost perfect image
of the original sound, according
to Mr. Smith, due to the added
wide range sound system, and
will be far superior to the system now in use-

Copyright. 1836, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem, N. C.

nfcz UiaestioyCs saki—Smoke (^amJls
Smoking Camels eases tensionstimulates digestion—and fosters a feeling of well-being!
Again and again, we make up for lost
time by eating in a hurry. Digestion must
meet the strain. How fortunate that smoking Camels during and after meals definitely stimulates digestion and helps to
ward off the effects of our hurried, nervewracking life—by aiding and restoring the
natural flow of the digestive fluids.Today,
Camels are being everywhere recognized

L'AIGLON, IN CHICAGO, RENOWNED FOR ITS CONTINENTAL CHARM AND
CUISINE. "Teddy," genial host to the lively crowd you see in the picture above, is an internationally famous maitre d'hotel. "We find our patrons know not only good cooking," he says,
"they know good tobacco. There is no question but that Camels are the most popular cigarette."

as a healthful part of the art of dining.
Camels are incomparably mild—never
get on your nerves or tire your taste.
Enjoy Camels with meals and the whole
day through, for their matchless blend
of costlier tobaccos—for their energizing "lift"—for the welcome feeling of
well-being they bring you.
Camels set you right!
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Senior Platoon to Participate in
T COMPANY WINS
Columbia's Sesqui-Centennial Week
OUT IN INTRAMURAL
Scott and Crack Drill Unit to
Platoon
Leader
Be Part of Mammoth
BASKETBALL FINALS
Parade
Fast Game of Ronemous and
Easterlin Feature Brilliant Tournament

EVENT ON MONDAY

"D" COMPANY LOSES
Last Thursday night in the
YMCA gym the fast I company
■basketball team defeated the
strong D company quintet for
the regimental basketball championship by the count of 22-18.
The score was tied at 18-18 with
one minute to go but two quick
field goals hy the I company forwards put the game in the bag.
Pat Hjuff, forward and captain
of the I company team was the
high scorer of the game ana
turned in a fine floor game. Mac
Nathans played well for the victors being especially adapted in
•breaking up the attack of the D
company team.
Easterlin and
Ronemous played best for the
runner-ups. Easterlin proved to
be the sharp shooter for his outfit and Ronemous turned in his
usual fine passing and faking
attack.
Impressive Record
The I company team has made
a very impressive record this
year in intramural basketball.
The squad composed of Pat Huff,
Streak Lawton, Alfred Kirchner,
W. K. Prause, Jimmy Hitt, John
Green, E. Mays, Pee Wee Stokes.
Mac Nathans and Teddy Boselli
have won thirty-six consecutive
games. They are officially considered
intramural
basketball
champions of the college by virtue of their winning the Regimental Basketball Tournament.

TIGER BROTHERHOOD
INITIATES FOUR MEN
iPour men were formally inducted into the Tiger Brotherhood on Monday night after the
usual informal period of initiation. The new members are all
juniors and are outstanding in
their respective fields. They are
W. M. English, J. N. Berry, M.
J. Beam, and J. G. Prestwood.

Lt. Col. Rob't F. Scott

Rho Dammit Rho
Frat is Wrecked
Alpha Chapter of Gay Twenties Drinking Club is
Destroyed
Oxford, Ohio ACP) WPA workers are destroying Old
South
dormitory on the Miami University campus, and here and there
among the students gathered to
watch the wrecking crew a tear
is shed, for Coolidge prosperity
and Joe College.
For a room in the Old South
dormitory was the birthplace of
Rho Dammit Rho, extra-legal
fraternity far famed in song and
story in the good old days when
a raccoon coat meant a college
student and a college student
meant a flask.
Alpha chapter of Rho Dammit
Rho, which typifies " everything
notable in the John Held collegiate era, has long been disbanded- Now WPA has decended on
the fraternity's old headquarters.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers

Lieutenant Colonel Robert F.
Scott and the forty members of
his crack Senior Platoon will
leave early Monday morning for
Columbia, where they will take
part in the colorful celebration
marking the settling of the Capital City one hundred and fifty
years ago.
To Parade
The Platoon will act as a
special unit in the gigantic parade which has been planned
for the premier of the sesqui-centennial celebration. The procession will begin at the Capitol
and proceed up Main Street to
Elmwood Ave. No specal fancy
drill performance has as yet
been planned for Leader Scott
and the military representatives
and the group plans to return
to the college Monday nightHave Pleased Many
The crack drill aggregation has
made several fine trips up to the
present time, serving as quite
an advertisement for the school
to spectators at the AlabamaClemson classic in Tuscaloosa
last fall as well as at the two
home football games and also
at the Thanksgiving championship fracas in Greenville. The
group is to be congratulated on
its fine appearance and .the spectators in Columbia will have an
interesting spectacle in store for
them.

Show Schedule
Thursday: "Here's To Romance", with Nino Martini.
Friday: 'Tale of Two Cities",
with Ronald Colman, Elizabeth Allan, ,Don Woods,
and Henry B. Walthall.
Saturday: "Freshman Love",
with Frank McHugh and
Patricia Ellis,
Monday: "Chatterbox", with
Anne Shirley and Phillips
Holmes.
Tuesday: "Whipsaw", with
Myrna Loy and Spencer
Tracy.
Wednesday: "Two in the
Dark", with Walter Abel
and Margo Grahame.

Intelligent Dog
Pays Off Girls
Brownie, Pet Pup of Ohio
State Coeds, Proves to Be
A Valuable Asset

Columbus, Ohio (APC), Ella.'
and Janet Jordan, Ohio
State
students, have what they hope
will prove to be a valuable asset
in "Brownie", a pet dog they
have trained to give answers to
mathematical problems.
"Brownie" can bark the answer to any problem, whether
it calls for addition or subtraction, multiplication or division,
BO long as it's between one and
nine. Thus, if asked the result
of 35 divided by 5, she will bark
BLUE CONFERS WITH
seven times. Skeptics may write
WILLIAMS ON SOIL
their problems on a blackboard
PROJECTS IN STATE as well as offer it orally, say the
Jordan sisters.
And that isn't all. "Brownie" j
According to an announcement
recently made by Professor B. can balance a ball on the end of
0. Williams, acting head of the her nose for five minutes or lonDepartment of Agricultural Ec- ger.
onomics, Dr. T. S. Buie, Regional
states of the United States Soil PHI PSI GIVES RITES
Conservation Service was on the
TO NEW MEMBERS
campus the first of the week.
Dr. Buie was here to confer
The two week period of inforwith Professor Williams and mal initiation for the three Phi
members of the staff of the Psi student pledges began last
South Carolina Experiment Sta- Friday morning after the first
tion and Extension Service in re- degree of the formal rites were
gard to the work of the Soil administered on Thursday. Last
Conservation
movement
being night the worms were inducted
carried out in this state.
into the second degrees and the
third order will take place next
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
Thursday night

EDUCATION PROFS TOUR
L. R. Booker, assistant state
superintendent of "Vocational Education and H. S. Tate, head of
Industrial Education at Clemson
are going to Lockhart March 19
to initiate some new members
into the American Craftsman
League.
Duke University plans for a centennial celebration in 1938 including
construction of two new buildings,
enlargement of the library to million-book capacity, and founding of
100 scholarship*

PIPE SMOKERS! P.A.'S NO-RISK
TRIAL OFFER STILL HOLDS GOOD

TO save time—to contact more people more frequently
—to increase sales and reduce selling costs, business
more and more turns to the telephone.
New ideas for systematic coverage of markets, for more
"My old pipe and a tin of P. A. are always
within reach/'says "Texas" Faught, '38.

efficient purchasing, collections, administration, are constantly being devised by Bell System men as a result of

e 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

their experience with the application of Long Distance ini
the business world.
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Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
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(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
A
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Through developing new ideas to meet changing needs,

HERE'S P.A.'S SPECIAL NO-RISK OFFER

Wins
ton-Salem, North Carolina
Winston-aai

PRINCE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

Bell System service grows

«3S

more and more valuable.

II

W
M
I

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
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Why not call your folks at least
once a week? For lowest rates
to most points, call station-tostation after 7 P. M. daily, or
any time Sunday.
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From The Press Box
By Bob Cheves
The seal with which the grid aspirants carry on spring football
practice is very commendable. In previous years the players seemed
to have Tegarded the spring workouts as an unavoidable drudgery;
to contrast to that attitude this year's squad goes into scrimmage
as though they were playing theiT most hitter rival (I wonder who
that could be). Perhaps there is some motive other than the love
for the game causing their aggressiveness. The practice games
erery Saturday have the punch and rivalry of inter-collegiate games.
The Tennis Situation
Tennis enthusiasts are becoming perturbed as to where and
when they will he able to play
tennis. With the season drawing near and the courts having
been sacrificed to give room for
the new barracks, we wonder Coach Neely Joins Diamond
Team To Begin Weedwhat, if anything, is going to be
done to maintain tennis as a
ing-out Process
part of the college sports program. Since so much excavating
PROMISING MEN
is being done behind the Field
Mouse it is a shame that the
Baseball practice received a
ground in that vicinity is not decided boost Monday as Coach
leveled and prepared for courts. Jess Neely took over the helm.
Coach Neely expressed the desire With his coming the squad took
to someday have about fifteen on a vim and vigor always markcourts on the campus. So I guess ed in Neely's routine of trainwe will get them somehow.
ing.
Track
Many new faces are seen takCoach Howard, following his ing their turn at batting and
theory that victory or defeat in fielding.
It behooves many of
a track race is largely determin- last year's elite to keep wide aed by the rententiveness of one's wake for some of the recruits
middle regions, is putting his seem to be varsity men in the
cinder-men through their routine making. With a few seniors makat a pace which is causing the ing a belated bid for places and
lads to be very particular as to quite an array of sophomores,
their diet, etc.
the last year's regulars will he
Although still somewhat lack- well supported.
tee; in endurance due to the winMcCarter, a senior, who was
ter months of idleness, the track on the crack freshman team of
prospects are whipping rapidiy three years ago is out again. He
into form, showing good stride will probably aid Croxton, Heap,
and starting ability. It remains and Flowers on the mound.
to be seen what prowess the
only survivor of last year's team
weight men will display.
There is a good turnout of hut if some of the fellows' playmen for freshmen berths, but as ing is as good as their talking
a whole they are pretty green. game there will be no worry
One rat, on being asked what from that end . . . The recent
event he wished to try for, quick- fete in honor of the Block "C"
members seemed to have been
ly replied, "Track."
kept well in hand in spite of the
Here and There
It seems that Presbyterian Col- premonitions of many However
lege is going to be hot on the the weekend of frolicking proved
heels of any leader in the state to be quite as severe as any athand
Sunday
pennant race. It is understood letic encounter
that their pitching staff has been morning found the "Big Boys"
in training since January, with tired but happy . . . Streak Lawthe rest of the crew starting lit- ton is still looking longingly
tle biter. The new fence around from the sidelines nursing his
His running
their field indicates that they dislocated ribshave faith in their drawing abili- mate, Captain "Net" Berry, had
Saturday
ty; or is it being built to enclose things well in hand
the (Philadelphia
"Athletics" running wild in the practice
when they play an exhibition game to make two touchdowns
game at P. C. . . . The fancy and many long runs.
stepping and blocking of Red
Pearson, freshman hackfleld ace,
was stopped for the rest of
spring practice as a result of a
broken collar bone received in
practice last week- Confidentially, he has what it takes to make
Excellent opportunity to finance
your college education. Work
any coach happy . . . One rather
is educational in nature. Reliadubious intra-mural boxing enble Company. $5.00 to $10.00 a
trant is planning to take a towel
day easily made. Write for
into the ring with him to preproof of results and full devent any delay should need arise
tails immediately.
... It is said that every one can
do something, so Sammy Dean
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT
is thrust to the front as golf
1010 ARCH ST., PHILADELPHIA
approaches.
He is (the

_SUMMER_
POSITIONS

Bouncin' Bill Dillard, the
pride of Six Mile, who last
year blazed on a trail of
glory on the local grid-iron,
hardwood, and track, returned the other day in the
capacity of assistant to
track coach Frank Howard.
Dillard was a phenomenal
athlete during his four years
here, gaining national recognition for his versatile abilitySo he wouldn't have to listen
to "Sweet Aldeline" at 3 a. m.
President Frederick Arnold Middlebush of the University of Missouri built a week-end cabin 100
miles from the campus.
A course in etiquette offered
by Muhleberg College, Allentown,
Pa., has attracted 298 students.
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TIGER AQUABATS MEET FLORIDA
FOR PRE-HOLIDAY ENGAGEMENT
Stars Are Out Because Of
Illness; Florida Already
Victorious In One Meet

The Clemson Tanksters are
Howard Bears Down On Cin- planning to invade Florida, meeting the University of Florida,
dermen As Opening Of
March 26, at Gainesville, and
Track Season Nears
St. Petersburg Junior College
at St. Petersburg the following
NO TRYOUTS YET
afternoon .
Having already suffered a
Track practice has taken on close margined loss at the hands
a business-like tone with the ad- of the University of Florida in
vent of Coach Frank Howard on a dual meet at Clemson, the cathe scene and the tracksters are dets are anxious for an opportraining hard to get in shape for tunity to avenge themselves. On
the Tech meet on April 14th. A February 25, the University of
few tryouts in some of the run- Florida defeated Clemson 43-41.
ning events were held Saturday
Having teen so incapacitated
afternoon,
with
Tribble
and at the time of the Southern ConGreen taking the honors.
feernce meet that they were not
Dobbins and McCrary showed even represented, the ailing Tiger
well in the 440, Tribble easily squad is gradually resuming full
took the 100 and 220 yard dash- strength. Little is the only memes, and Green was ahead on the ber of the team who will not be
mile event. Langford took the able to practice for sometime.
half-mile and Hinson was an
Durban and Goodson Return
easy winner in the two mile
The squad was greatly strenrace.
gthened this week by the return
No Tryouts
of Durban and Goodson to the
No tryouts were held in the fold. Goodson has been in the
field events because most of the hospital suffering from an attack
field men are still busy with of malaria while Durban has
spring football 'practice.
The been confined with influenza.
boys will probably be put thru
The Florida tour completes
the mill sometime this week.
the current swimming season,
Coaches Howard and Dillard closing a fairly successful proare doing quite a bit of experi- gram although they have been
menting with the new members unlucky on several occasions,
of the varsity squad, but express particularly in reference to the
themselves as pleased with the Southern Conference meet. Capoutfit as a whole.
tain Johnny Fletcher, expert diver, is the only member of the
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
team to be lost by graduation.
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STAG GOLF BALLS

TENNIS. BALLS

THREE FOR 59c.

SPAULDING

A real value in Good Golf Balls

Needle Golf Balls
GOLF TEES

Tooth Paste at Saving
PEPSODENT, Large
IPANA, Large
BRITEN

39c.
41c.
25c.

Dr. West Tooth Paste
Two Large Tubes

33c.

Sun Hats 25c.

Sun Shades 25c.

Goggles 25c and 50c.
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Track Candidates
Work Incessantly

Baseball Practice
Begins In Earnest
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Deputation Team
Delivers Program
Local YMCA Representatives To Present Program At Limestone
CURETON IN CHARGE
The deputation team representing the local Young Men's Christian Association, under the direction of J. Roy Cooper, Associate YMCA Secretary and Roy
Cureton student chairman, will
deliver a program at Limestone
College this weekend.
Quartet to Sing
Accompanying the members of
the deputation team on the trip
to Limestone will be the members of the Y. M- C. A. quartet
who will give several musical
selections. Cadet Martin also a
member of the team will give
several violin selections.
Cureton In Charge
Roy Cureton, vice president of
the local YMCA and co-chairman
of the deputation team will be in
charge of the program. Others
assisting him
and
delivering
talks will be T. R. Bainbridge,
H- B. Malone, and J. Roy Cooper

Engineer's Dance
To Be March 27
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(Continued from page one)
ture. Displays and activities demonstrating the engineering and
architectural activities carried on
by students of the college will
also be important features of the
gala program.
Jungaleers Popular
The Jungaleers, featuring delightfully distinctive dance arrangements, have gained tremendous popularity
on numerous
tours
of southern
collegiate
dance circles. Under the supervision of Director Jim Farmer,
the band is constantly adding
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LOCAL TAU BETA PI Famed Negroes TODAY'S STUDENTS Horticulture Dept.
Presents Pictures
Play At Taps
ENTERSJHSCUSSIQN
ARE NOTRADIGALS
(Continued from page one) (
Local Branch Of National
become a rage among the sophisOrganization Discusses
ticates. He is especially noted
National Questions
for his swing arrangements of
old songs and new ride tunes.
PLANS PROPOSED
Henderson's organization features
a number of vocalists who speAccording to an
announcement cialize in novelty numbers. At
made by president S. M. Orr, the present the orchestra is linlshmembers of the local chapter of Tau ing a long-term contract as a feaBeta Pi are participating in a nation- ture of the fioor-show at one of
al discussion concerning the ques- Chicago's most popular night
tion: "How Can Engineers Insure spots.
That Engineering Efficiency Will
As usual elaborate decorations
Be Made Effective in Promoting the will feature the Taps Ball. No
General Walfare?" Tau Beta Pi announcement has been made by
chapters through the nation are dis- decorators Childress and Bennett
cussing the question and making as to the motif to be followed
plans for the betterment of business but plans are to surpass the Athconditions.
•
enian Ball and the Engineering
For several meetings, members o* Ball of the past two years- Work
the local chapter have been discus- will begin on the decorations immediately after the Engineeringsing a plan primarily concerned wi
the control of large corporations. Architectural dance.
Outstanding Dances
The principal features of the plan
Taps Ball is always one of the
provide that the majority of the voting stock be deposited with a board three outstanding dance series ot
of control, to be voted as the board the year and this year will be
Plans are being
directs; this board, which shall be no exception.
made by the Central Dance Ascomposed of enineers and economi
sociation to care for a capacity
instead of politicians, shall direct i
crowd during the weekend.
dustry for the welfare of the owne
The Taps staff is in full charge
workers and consumers.
of the arrangements for the
dance, although the CDA is copleasing dance numbers to its operating in every way possible.
repertoire. In addition to presenting rhythms of the day in a
suave manner the orchestra pre- SHERRILL APPEARS
ON RADIO PROGRAM
sents a popular group of vocalists led by Frank All and Jeff
It was announced here today
Davis, Clemson's own "Pee Wee"
that Dr. George R. Sherrill, head
Hunt.
of the department of political
Engineering Motif
An elaborate decorative scheme science and government will apfeaturing an appropriate engi- pear on the regular Clemson
neering motif is being planned College hour over station WAIM
by CDA decorators Gill, and in Anderson tomorrow morning.
Topic Announced
Wolfe. The decorations are exAccording to A. B. Bryan, colpected to be impressive enough
to compare favorably with crea- lege agricultural editor, Dr. Shertions of recent months and to rill will speak on "The South
Professor
uphold the high standard of and the Demagog".
quality set by the elaborate dis- Sherrill is a nationally Iretcog-'
authority
on
political
plays and exhibits to be present- nized
science and government
ed.

Dean Zimmerman Of Nebraska College States
Modern Students Too
Unconcerned
CAREFUL STUDY MADE

Horticulture Staff Present*
Demonstration Lectures
In Engine House
EDMOND SPEAKS
Last night the faculty members of the staff of the Horticulture Department were in. charge
of a series of demonstrative lectures on breeding and growing
various vegetable crops in the
United States. This program was
carried out in the main auditorium of the Engineering Building
and consisted largely of motion.
picture reels depicting this industry.
Interesting Reels
Through the efforts of A. M„
Musser, head of the Horticulture
Department, these reels were obtained from the Associated Seed'
Growers Association of America.
The reels consisted largely of the
methods of breeding,, propoga—
tion, and development of the varieties of three of the main vegetable crops of the south, English peas, sweet corn, and tomatoes.
Edniond SpeaksDr. J. B. Edmond, Associate
Professor of Horticulture, described the reels as they were
run off, stating that all of the
crops demonstrated were grown.
under optimum conditions
in
various parts of the United.
States and these newly developed.
varieties had contributed much
to the progress of the truckfarming industry in this country.

Chicago
(ACP)
Frequent
charges of campus
radicalism
made throughout the country
are strikingly belied by the average college student's utter unconcern about social and economic
matters, according to Dean William F. Zimmerman of Midland
College, Fremont, Nebraska.
"The students of today are incapable of entertaining radical
ideas because of their utter disinterest in the problems which
Communists and Socialists do all
the shouting about," Dean Zimmerman told a group of educators here recently, adding that
it was his ^opinion college students cannot even understand
these problems.
Calm Youth
Dean
Zimmerman
gathered
data on "Spontaneous student
conversations from many campuses, derived not by questionnaire, but by listening in when
young persons were unware of
being studied."
The college girl's first interest, as inferred from the frequency with which she chats
about it, is in the doings of her
college friends, while the male
student gives first place to his
studies. Public affairs attracted
only seventh-tenths of one per
cent of the concern of men and
Wesleyan University students are
two-tenths of one per cent of the fighting the formation of an Amergirls' remarks, according to con- ican Student Union chanter on the
clusions drawn by Dean Zimmer- campus.
man's survey.

Mbre than 50 Yale graduates arepresidents of American colleges and
A University of Tennessee co- universities.
ed has decided the depression's
over. She was named co-beneBarnard alumnae earned an
ficiary of a million dollar estate. average of $1,962 each last year.
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